We show that q  Catalan numbers, q  central binomial coefficients and q  Narayana polynomials are moments of q  analogues of Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials and related polynomials.
Introduction
This note is a supplement to part I ( [4] One of our purposes is to give a nice q  analogue of this result. More precisely we define nice polynomials ( , , ) n F x t q such that the linear functional defined by   ( , , ) [ 0] n L F x t q n   has as moments the q  Narayana polynomials   which for 1 t  reduce to the q  Catalan numbers 2 1 ( ) (1, ) . [ 1] n n n C q C q n n          (1.8)
We will always suppose that 0 1 q   and use the notations ;            2  3  5  7  2  5  6  7  8  9  5  3  4  4   1  1  1  1 
The first numbers ( , ) a n k are Fortunately there also exist "nice" polynomials with the same moments. Let us consider first the case 1. q  The orthogonal polynomials for the linear functional L defined by
n k n k n k k a n k k n n n n k
and ( , ) 0 a n k  else.
Let me sketch how to find a nice q  analogue of this situation. It is easier to begin with ( , ). a n k A natural q  analogue is
n n k n k n k k a n k k q n n n q nk ,
n F x q can of course also be computed inductively by 1 ( , ) ( , , ) ( , ).
It is now easy to guess that in general
.
Remark
Note that these q  Fibonacci polynomials, which have been considered in [2] and [3] , are not orthogonal. There are also nice orthogonal q  analogues of the Fibonacci polynomials, i.e. the Carlitz q  Fibonacci polynomials
Their moments are the Carlitz q  Catalan numbers, but unfortunately these have no closed formula.
In this note we first recall some results about the above mentioned class of non-orthogonal q  Fibonacci and q  Lucas polynomials whose moments are q  Catalan numbers and q  central binomial coefficients and then propose "nice" q  analogues of the generalized Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials of part I such that the corresponding moments are q  Narayana polynomials
Some background material
Let us first state some known results (cf. [1] , [2] , [3] ). As already mentioned the q  Fibonacci polynomials
The q  Lucas polynomials
It is easy to verify that
These results can be proved with an inversion formula by L. Carlitz [1] . Another proof is in [2] and [3] . Carlitz uses the fact that 1 min( , ) 2 0 ( , ) :
To prove this let U be the linear operator on 
n n k n k n k n k k n n k n n k n k k k
and thus also (2.5).
Remark
The simplest recursion for ( , )
Let us also note that comparing coefficients gives the recursion
We will also consider the polynomials   [2 ] ( , )
, 
q-Narayana polynomials as moments
In the following we extend the above results by introducing a new parameter t as in part I.
In [4] we have defined ( , ) n F x t by the recursions 2 21 2 2
and initial values 0 ( , ) 1 F x t  and 1 ( , ) .
F x t x 
If L denotes the linear functional defined by  
is a Narayana polynomial. 
with initial values 0 ( , , ) 1 F x t q  and 1 ( , , ) . F x t q x  These polynomials are explicitly given by
. k n k k n k j j n k n k j k n k k n k j j n k n k j n j n k j F x tt x k j j ( , ) and 0
is a q  Narayana polynomial.
Proof
To prove (3.5) we have only to show that (3.4) holds. This follows by comparing coefficients.
For 1 t  we get by using
n k j j k j j k j n j k j n k j n k j j k k nk k k k j k n j j n j n k j q k j j j n k j n k j jk j j n k n kk j j
and analogously
To prove (3.6) let ( , , , ) a n k t q be the uniquely defined numbers such that 0 ( , , , ) ( , , ) . n n k k a n k t q F x t q x    (3.9) By (3.4) we get 1 2 ( , , , )
( 1, 1, , ) ( ) ( 1, 1, , ) k k a n k t q a n k qtt a n k qt q
with initial values ( , 1, , ) 0 a n t q   and (0, , , ) [ 0]. a k t q k   This implies that 
n k j k j j n k j n k j k j j n k j n n n n a n k tt j j k j j k q n n n n a n k tt j j k j j k q
and ( , , , ) 0 a n k t q  else.
In order to show this we must verify that (2 , 2 , , ) (2 1, 2 1, , ) (2 1, 2 1, , ) k a n k t q a n k qta n k qt q       (3.12) and 1 (2 1, 2 1, , ) (2 , 2 , , ) (2 , 2 2, , ). k a n k t q a n k qtta n k qt q       (3.13) 1 1 1 (2 1, 2 1, , ) (2 1, 2 1, , )
1 n k k j k j j j n k j k n k j kj j j j n k j j kj j n k n n n n a n k qta n k qtt j j k j j k q n n n nt j j k j j k
(2 ,2 2, , )
1 n k k j k j j j n k j k n k j k j j j n k j n n n n a n k qtta n k qtt j j k j j k q n n n nt j j k j j k q
n k n k j kj j j j kj j n k n k j j n k j kj j n k j n n n n n n n n q t q j j k j j k j j k j j k q n n n q j j k j q
As special case we get 2 0 1 1 1 (2 , 0, , ) ( , ). 1 1 n j j j n n j n n n n a n tt C t q j j j j q 
q-Narayana polynomials of type B
In [4] we have seen that the orthogonal polynomials ( , ) n L x t whose moments are the 
Proof
Let ( , , , ) a n k t q satisfy ( , , , ) ( 1, 1, , ) ( , ) ( 1, 1, , ) k a n k t q a n k qt q t q a n k qt q 
